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Abstract—This paper describes a concept of stereotype student model in adaptive knowledge acquisition e-learning system. Defined knowledge stereotypes are based on student's proficiency level and on Bloom's knowledge taxonomy. The teacher module is responsible for the whole adaptivity process: the automatic generation of courseware elements, their dynamic selection and sorting, as well as their adaptive presentation using templates for statements and questions. The adaptation of courseware is realized according to student’s knowledge stereotype.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THROUGHOUT the history of the computers, a lot of attention was paid to the idea of using them as intelligent collaborators or personal teachers who will reveal and explain the complicated domain knowledge. An e-learning as a term occurred in late 90-ies of last century and it represents the intersection between world of information and communication technology (ICT) and world of education [1].

Teaching approaches and techniques that are directed towards the needs of individual students are called adaptive instruction [2]. Adaptive systems (AS) are systems that can change their structure, functionality or interface in order to adapt to different needs of individuals or groups, as well as to changes of their needs over time [3]. Adaptive systems and adaptive instruction define a new class of systems called adaptive educational systems (AES) or adaptive e-learning systems that adapt the process of learning, teaching and testing students’ knowledge to different students’ characteristics. The two best-known representatives of adaptive e-learning systems are the intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) and adaptive educational hypermedia systems (AEHS). Adaptive educational hypermedia systems adapt mainly to learning styles. They adapt the presentation to the student's learning style providing the possibility of sequencing the courseware and adapting the content itself [4], [5], [6].

Brusilovsky, although a great supporter and originator of the adaptive hypermedia idea, states that the information about the student, obtained by testing student’s knowledge, is more reliable than information gained from making conclusions on the basis of student’s navigation [7].

The intelligent tutoring systems were supposed to take the lead among the adaptive e-learning systems. However, this did not happen because of their inflexibility and cost of development [8]. Therefore, we have decided to realize adaptation in intelligent tutoring system according to student’s knowledge, because it provides an unambiguous and stable foundation sustained by well known taxonomy – a Bloom's knowledge taxonomy [9].

The main assumption underlying the intelligent tutoring systems is that each student is unique. This paradigm is based on creating a student model that remembers the student's preferences and progress in learning and teaching process [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. Even though all components of the ITSs are important, it is clear that the student model is of the utmost importance. If a student model is "bad" to the extent that it does not even closely describe the student’s characteristics, then all the decisions of other ITS components that are based on this model are of poor quality. Therefore, considerable research is carried out in the field of student modeling.

This paper presents an approach to realization of adaptivity in the e-learning systems according to student's knowledge using stereotypes defined on the grounds of the Bloom's knowledge taxonomy. This approach, implemented in a system called Adaptive Courseware Tutor (AC-ware Tutor), has automatic generation, dynamic selection and sequencing of courseware elements, as well as automatic generation of tests and questions [15]. In the second chapter we explain the motivation for this research that presents a continuation of age-long research in the area of the intelligent tutoring systems, as well as some related work in this area. In the third chapter, adaptive knowledge acquisition model is described along with its modules and their functionalities, as well as, the results from the conducted prototype evaluation. In the fourth chapter we conclude with stating the main features of our approach.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The research described in this paper presents a continuation of lifelong research, development and application of a Tutor-Expert System (TEx-Sys) model for the designing intelligent tutoring systems in any domain knowledge [16], [17].

A methodology for evaluating e-learning systems effectiveness was developed [18], [19]. In a meta-analysis undertaken over the 11 conducted experiments, effect size 0.71 of the xTEx Sys was calculated [20]. The resulting effect size was large (according to [21]), but it is far less than the 2-sigma, the effectiveness of tutoring [33].

The results obtained from these experiments and meta-
analysis have shown that it is necessary to make improvements in the TEx-Sys model that would eventually lead to an increase in the effect size. This fact about the necessity of introducing improvements, has directed this research towards finding ways to achieve greater effect sizes. We had to determine where (in which module) and how improvements should be introduced in order to reach the fabulous 2-sigma effectiveness.

Since it is not always possible to realize tutoring in the learning and teaching process, it is impertinent to find ways to achieve approximately equal efficiency using different methods and techniques of adaptation in other forms of instruction.

Regardless of which adaptation approach is considered, the following should be taken into account: every student should learn at their pace; adaptation should happen often; each student must successfully complete the learning and teaching process; when something is learned successfully, the student should continue; no one should be taught what they already know [22].

In order to realize a quality adaptation, a student model should be designed with the great care. Student modeling is useless if it has no application. The student model is used for adapting learning and teaching in the selected domain knowledge: a courseware, feedback, help generation and size of the learning element are adapted. In order to realize maximum adaptivity, ITS has to provide the optimal use of information contained in the student model to guide their actions to the specific needs of each student.

One way to model students is using stereotypes. A stereotype student model enables distinguishing some typical characteristics of students [23], [24]. Stereotypes represent a collection of characteristics or facets. The student can be described with the set of characteristics that have value. To enable the computer system to effectively use stereotypes, it must know the stereotypes and their triggers. The trigger is tied to a particular situation. It contains the name of the stereotype that it activates and rating (a number between 0 and 1000) which is assigned to the stereotype. Rating expresses the likelihood that the stereotype is suitable for the particular situation.

There is very little information in the student model that can be said with certainty to be true, because stereotype model is based on probability (MYCIN system [25]). Therefore, the student model must have, for each student, truth rating about each piece of information. As a result, stereotypes usually consist of a set of triples (attribute, value, rating). The rating represents the fact that every person belonging to a certain stereotype has a certain characteristics.

The origin of stereotype modeling can be found in a system Grundy [26]. The Grundy is a system that plays the librarian and suggests books to users based on his/her characteristics. He uses stereotypes to cluster standard features of the user’s characteristics. A more complex stereotype model can be found in a Unix Consultant (UC) [27], [28]. The UC is a computer system that uses natural language to advice student how to use the UNIX operating system.

Behaviors that should be measured in the adaptive e-learning systems, especially in the intelligent tutoring systems, are those which can be predicted based on the results of specific teaching techniques. Knowledge provides more valid and reliable basis for determining the adaptation results than other preferences or abilities [29]. Therefore, we have decided to realize adaptation in our approach according to student’s knowledge, because it provides an unambiguous and stable foundation sustained by well known Bloom’s knowledge taxonomy. We use this taxonomy for designing a stereotype student model.

III. STEREOTYPE STUDENT MODEL AND ADAPTIVE COURSEWARE

The new model of adaptive knowledge acquisition takes into account the current level of student’s knowledge and their cognitive characteristics that determine the complexity and level of presented courseware elements.

Most ITSs provide learning environments that are based on "free" approach to learning, that is, students choose their own learning path in the courseware. This way they can skip learning certain courseware elements, or learn something in the wrong order, or learn something that is too hard or too easy for them. This is the reason why the ITSs have to guide students in the learning and teaching process and present them just the courseware that has suitable difficulty. Therefore, the ITSs, while generating, selecting, sequencing and presenting learning content to student, should take into account current student knowledge and complexity of the courseware elements. This approach will reduce the cognitive overloading and will allow individualized guidance of learning and teaching process.

The proposed model of adaptive knowledge acquisition is based on automatic and dynamic generation and adaptive selection, sequencing and presentation of the courseware. Automatic courseware generation in the new model indicates that the courseware elements for learning and testing knowledge are created by system itself, based on the domain knowledge ontology. Dynamic courseware generation means that courseware is created in the moment of execution. Adaptive selection, sequencing and presentation of courseware are done automatically and dynamically in accordance with a stereotype student model using templates for statements and question.

In the following subchapters we will describe domain knowledge and adaptive courseware model in a stereotype based intelligent tutoring system and their relation with Bloom’s knowledge taxonomy.

A. Ontology Based Domain Knowledge

Nowadays, ontology is commonly used to formalize knowledge in the ITSs [30]. Domain knowledge is presented with concepts and relations between them.

In order to clearly indicate for each relation $r$ in the ontology that it connects concepts $K_1$ and $K_2$ and what the nature of that relation is, we define domain knowledge (DK) as a set of triplets $(K_1, r, K_2)$. In this way we define that the
concept $K_1$ is superconcept of concept $K_2$ and that concept $K_2$ is subconcept of concept $K_1$. If triplet $(K_1, r, K_2)$ is in DK, then $(K_1, r, K_2)$ is not in DK.

Since the basic elements of the domain knowledge triples are concepts and relations between them, we use a graph theory as a mathematical foundation for managing subsets and elements of domain knowledge, as well as for domain knowledge visualization. Therefore, we define a directed domain knowledge graph on which all the rules from the graph theory apply.

A directed domain knowledge graph DKG is equal to a set of ordered pairs of those concepts from the domain knowledge that are related. The vertex from DKG is called a root if it has no superconcepts and has subconcepts. The vertex from DKG is called a leaf if it has superconcepts and has no subconcepts. A graph unit $C_i$ as the largest associated subgraph of DKG whose vertex set contains only one root.

The central root has no superconcepts and it is a starting vertex for every path in the graph. Any vertex in the unit, except the central root, has one or more superconcepts. The graph unit is, therefore, an associated subgraph where at least one path exists between every vertex (except the central root) and the central root. In graph unit there are no isolated vertices. Thus, each root of the domain knowledge defines one graph unit.

B. Student Model and Bloom’s Knowledge Taxonomy

People in the same stages of learning have similar knowledge. Once the system has determined the student knowledge level, it can assume that the student knows as much as other students who are at that level. In a good student modeling, assumptions about the student level are grouped in a simple and effective way.

The way of classifying students into categories according to some criterion(s) is called a stereotyping. This method is derived from psychology because it is considered that people use stereotypes (or clusters or features) in order to simplify and classify the complexity of the world they live in [23].

In the new model of adaptive knowledge acquisition we utilize the accustomed pedagogical terminology and renowned the Bloom’s knowledge taxonomy in order to define students’ stereotype. The common assessment criteria are consistent with the Bloom's knowledge taxonomy in a way that the grade sufficient (or 2 or D) describes the knowledge recall, good (or 3 or C) the knowledge comprehension, very good (or 4 or B) the knowledge application, excellent (or 5 or A) the knowledge analysis, synthesis and evaluation, and insufficient (or 1 or E, F) describes the lack of knowledge.

Students can be grouped according to their grades, which are described in the above manner. We have five grades, which allow us to classify students into five categories. All students in a certain category have in common the fact that they posses the same level of knowledge, that is, the knowledge level is a common feature of all students in the same category. This means, for example, that all students with grade very good (or 4 or B) are characterized by possessing a knowledge on the application level, all students with grade sufficient (or 2 or D) are characterized by a knowledge on the recall level, etc.

In our approach, we use knowledge stereotypes. If we know the student stereotype, then we know his/her level of knowledge. Goes the other way around, if we know the student’s level of knowledge, then we know the student’s stereotype. In this way, we have stereotyped students according to the Bloom's knowledge taxonomy. We have defined five knowledge stereotypes: novice, beginner, intermediate, advanced and expert (Table I).

In this way, all students who do not have any knowledge (besides some recall knowledge) are considered novices, those who have recall knowledge (and maybe some comprehension knowledge) are considered beginners, those who have recall and comprehension knowledge (and maybe some application knowledge) are considered average, those who have recall, comprehension and application knowledge (and maybe some analysis, synthesis and evaluation knowledge) are considered advanced, while those who can recall, comprehend, apply and analyze, synthesize and evaluate knowledge are considered experts.

C. Adaptive Courseware Model

The goal of student modeling is to determine the student's overall competencies in specific domain knowledge. The student modeling is also used for adapting the behavior of the intelligent tutoring systems to optimize learning and teaching process in the selected domain knowledge. Since, one of the adaptation techniques used in ITs is courseware sequencing, we have decided to use it in our approach.

The courseware elements are units (U), modules (M) and lessons (L), as well as tests (T). The units, modules and lessons are the courseware elements intended for learning, and tests are used to verify the student’s knowledge. A courseware CW is an array of courseware elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Stereotype</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Analysis, synthesis and evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/E,F</td>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>maybe</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/D</td>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>may</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/C</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>may</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/B</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/A</td>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
<td>mostly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A learning courseware element LCE is an associated subgraph $(V'_{LCE}, A'_{LCE})$ of the domain knowledge graph. For each learning courseware element it is only required to define a concept $K_x$ that will be the root of that subgraph. A tag $LCE_{xLCE}$ denotes learning courseware element whose root is concept $K_x$ (LCE can be replaced with U for unit, M for module and L for lesson).

A learning courseware element rank $R_{LCE_{xLCE}}$ is ordered triplet $(u, p, l)$, where $u$ denotes graph unit $C_i$ whose subgraph
is $LCE_{Kx}$, $p$ is length of path from the central root to $Kx$ and $I$ denotes the level of courseware element (1-unit, 2-module, 3-lesson).

A testing courseware element $T$ is a sequence of questions which test students' knowledge about the relations between concepts. It is uniquely determined by learning courseware elements that precede it in the courseware CW, as well as, by the current student stereotype.

1) Automatic Generation of the Learning Courseware Elements

Automatic courseware generation in the new model indicates that the courseware elements for learning and testing knowledge are created by system itself, based on the domain knowledge ontology. First all units have to be generated, then for every unit its modules have to be generated, and finally, for each module its lessons have to be generated.

For each level of courseware element there is a specific generation algorithm (see Fig. 1).

2) Automatic and Adaptive Knowledge Assessment

The biggest problem that exists for the Computer Adaptive Tests (CAT) is requirement for the existence of a database with an enormous number of questions of different difficulty defined by teacher [31]. A much better solution is to automatically and dynamically generate questions and tests based on the domain knowledge concepts where questions are defined by adaptive e-learning system itself. Such tests are also adapting themselves to the student’s knowledge. This kind of knowledge testing is used in the AC-ware Tutor model.

Testing courseware elements contain questions generated over one subset of domain knowledge. Since knowledge is tested iteratively in the learning and teaching process, for generating testing courseware element it is only necessary to know over which subset of domain knowledge its questions are generated, and the current stereotype of student.

In our approach, questions are generated using templates. Those templates have four difficulty levels closely related to stereotypes and the Bloom's taxonomy. Each difficulty level examines a certain knowledge level: the first level contains stereotypes and the Bloom's taxonomy. Each difficulty level contains templates that test knowledge comprehension, the third level contains templates that test knowledge application and the fourth level contains templates that test knowledge analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Templates enable generation of objective test items [32]: completion, short-answer, single choice, matching, ranking, multiple choice (Table II).

Each question examines knowledge about relations between concepts, as well as, knowledge about the concepts themselves. Shown knowledge is scored on a scale from 0 to 4 points. Regardless of the question, if the answer is "I don’t know", then the score is 0 points. Incorrect answer scores also 0 points, while the correct answer scores as many points as the question difficulty level is.

We define two weight functions on the domain knowledge graph whose values are determined after each knowledge test. The first edges-function $X_d: A^1 \rightarrow \{-1,0,1,2,3,4\}$ defined by, $X_d(Ki,Kj)=$score obtained by answering a question that applies to edge $Ki,Kj$, $\forall Ki,CA^1$, is a weight function on a set of edges of the domain knowledge graph.

When the student model initializes, all edges in the domain knowledge graph have the weight -1, which means that the knowledge about the relationship between those two concepts has not been tested yet. The function $X_d$ allows assigning weights to those edges that connect the concepts mentioned in certain question. Each edge from $A^1$ has the weight between 0 and 4. Thus, domain knowledge graph with weight function $X_d$ becomes edge-weighted graph where the weighting function values change after each knowledge test.

Based on the values of edge-weighted function $X_d$, the values of the second vertex-weighted function $X_v$ are determined. The function $X_v: V_{DKG} \rightarrow [0,1]$ defined by $\forall Ki,CA_{DKG}$ $X_v(Ki,Kj)=\frac{1}{4}$, $\forall Ki,CA_{DKG}$ $X_v(Ki,Kj)\neq-1$, $\forall Ki,CA_{DKG}$ $X_v(Ki,Kj)\neq0$, $\forall Ki,CA_{DKG}$ $X_v(Ki,Kj)\neq1$.
\[
X_f(K_x) = \left( \frac{\sum_{i j} X_A(K_y, K_z)}{4 \cdot \text{sub} K_z} + \frac{\sum_{i j} X_A(K_y, K_z)}{4 \cdot \text{sup} K_z} \right) \pm \frac{1}{2},
\]

\(\text{sub} K_z \neq 0, \text{sup} K_z \neq 0\)

\(X_f(K_x) = \frac{\sum_{i j} X_A(K_y, K_z)}{4 \cdot \text{sub} K_z}, \text{sub} K_z \neq 0, \text{sup} K_z = 0\)

\(X_f(K_x) = \frac{\sum_{i j} X_A(K_y, K_z)}{4 \cdot \text{sup} K_z}, \text{sub} K_z = 0, \text{sup} K_z \neq 0\)

\(X_f(K_x) = 0, \text{sub} K_z = 0, \text{sup} K_z = 0\)

is a weight function on a set of vertices of the domain knowledge graph.

The function \(X_f(K_x)\) represents the weighted sum of values of the function \(X_A\) on the edges towards superconcepts of the concept \(K_x\) and towards subconcepts of concept \(K_x\). We believe that the student knows the concept \(K_x\) completely if and only if \(X_f(K_x)=1\), what is true only if all the values of the function \(X_A\) on the edges towards superconcepts and subconcepts are 4. Then the probability of knowing the concept is the highest, that is, equal 1.

3) Knowledge Stereotypes Determination

The results of testing knowledge, that is, the values of weight functions, allow defining the following subsets of domain knowledge concepts:

1. \(Z_{Level2}(K_x)\) is a subset of domain knowledge concepts that the student does not know \((L=0)\).
2. \(Z_{Level3}(K_x)\) is a subset of domain knowledge concepts that the student knows at level 1 \((L=1)\) - the knowledge on the recall level.
3. \(Z_{Level4}(K_x)\) is a subset of domain knowledge concepts that the student knows at level 2 \((L=2)\) - the knowledge on the comprehension level.
4. \(Z_{Level5}(K_x)\) is a subset of domain knowledge concepts that the student knows at level 3 \((L=3)\) - the knowledge on the application level.
5. \(Z_{Level6}(K_x)\) is a subset of domain knowledge concepts that the student knows at level 4 \((L=4)\) - the knowledge on the analysis, synthesis and evaluation level.

The definition of the function \(X_f\) and previously mentioned subsets, have allowed us to define stereotypes according to knowledge. Therefore, at the lowest level of formalization we assign stereotypes to students as follows:

1. A student is a novice if after the knowledge test, the majority of concepts from his/her student model are in the set \(Z_{Level2}\). He/she has knowledge at level 0 \((L=0)\).
2. A student is a beginner if after the knowledge test, the majority of concepts from his/her student model are in the set \(Z_{Level3}\). He/she has knowledge at level 1 \((L=1)\).
3. A student is an intermediate if after the knowledge test, the majority of concepts from his/her student model are in the set \(Z_{Level4}\). He/she has knowledge at level 2 \((L=2)\).
4. A student is an advanced if after the knowledge test, the majority of concepts from his/her student model are in the set \(Z_{Level5}\). He/she has knowledge at level 3 \((L=3)\).
5. A student is an expert if after the knowledge test, the majority of concepts from his/her student model are in the set \(Z_{Level6}\). He/she has knowledge at level 4 \((L=4)\).

4) Adaptive Selection, Sequencing and Presentation of the Courseware Elements

Once we have defined stereotypes and the way we assign them to students, it is necessary to define how to select, sequence and present the courseware elements to students according to their stereotype.

A selection of the courseware elements is done according to the level of courseware elements. Courseware element level determines the maximum amount of knowledge that the student will learn in a single learning and teaching cycle. Since we have defined five stereotypes of students (novice, beginner, moderate, advanced and expert) and we have only three levels of courseware elements (units, modules, lessons), some of the stereotypes will learn the courseware elements with the same level (Table III).

### Table III: Stereotype, Courseware Element Level and Knowledge Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereotype</th>
<th>Maximum courseware element level</th>
<th>Knowledge level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>Lesson</td>
<td>Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Analysis, synthesis and evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table IV: Rules for Adding Testing Courseware Elements for Particular Stereotype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereotype</th>
<th>Rules for adding testing courseware elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>- when the label (u) of the graph unit changes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- when the length (p) of path from central root to the courseware element root changes (but only if there would be at least 2 lessons before and at least 2 lessons after test),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- after three lessons (but only if there would be at least 2 lessons after test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- the last courseware element has to be test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once all learning courseware elements with a certain level are selected for a particular stereotype, sequencing of those courseware elements is, in fact, adding sorted elements in courseware. Courseware elements are sorted according to their rank \((u, p, l)\) and name: firstly by label of the graph unit \(u\), secondly by length of path from central root to root of the courseware element \(p\), thirdly by level of courseware element \(l\), and finally alphabetically by courseware element root name.

Testing courseware elements are added in the courseware according to rules that depend on particular stereotype. All stereotypes have in common that the last element of courseware has to be a test. Considering the courseware
element level that has been assigned to particular stereotype, we suggest the rules for adding testing courseware elements. A set of rules for stereotype novice can be seen in Table IV.

After selecting and sequencing the courseware elements that is adapted to student’s stereotype, we need to define a way of presenting the courseware elements which is, also, adapted to stereotypes. The courseware elements presentation is done according to the Bloom's taxonomy. Namely, each stereotype is presented appropriate knowledge level (Table III). We see that the stereotypes intermediate, advanced and expert knowledge are presented the knowledge of the same level, while the stereotypes novice and beginner are presented the knowledge at a higher level, in order to enable much faster progress to intermediate stereotype.

The way in which the knowledge will be presented to student in the learning and teaching process is defined by templates for generating statements. Since we have defined four questions difficulty categories, which correspond to the Bloom's knowledge taxonomy, we define the corresponding four statements difficulty categories for learning and teaching. Each statement category presents knowledge at a certain level: the first statement category contains templates that present knowledge on the recall level, the second on the comprehension level, the third on application level and the fourth one on the analysis, synthesis and evaluation level (Table V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V</th>
<th>KNOWLEDGE LEVELS, STEREOTYPES AND QUESTION TEMPLATES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stereotype</td>
<td>Statement template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>$K_x, K_y, K_z$: is subconcept of $K_p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>$K_x, K_y, K_z$: is superconcept of $K_p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Path$K_x, K_y, K_z$: $K_x$: is subconcept of $K_y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>$K_x$: is directly connected with $K_y$: superconcept $K_p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>The concepts are directly connected in the following way: $K_x, K_y, K_z$: is $K_{super}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Student Model Initialization

The testing courseware elements are used for determining student’s stereotype. The problem is how to determine the initial stereotype according to which student will be presented his/her first set of courseware elements. This problem is solved by generating the initial test over a specific subset of domain knowledge.

The first set of questions in initial test is generated based on the question templates from the third difficulty category ($L=3$). The concepts, that are included in the questions that the student has answered correctly, become an input for generation of questions based on templates from the fourth difficulty category ($L=4$). The concepts, that are included in the questions based on templates from the second difficulty category that were answered incorrectly, become an input for generation of questions based on templates from the first difficulty category ($L=1$). Therefore, the initial test has minimum two and maximum three iterations.

E. Adaptive Learning Cycles

The whole process of learning and teaching in the presented model that supports automatic and dynamic generation and adaptive selection, sequencing and presentation of the courseware based on test results and adapted to student stereotype assigned according to test results, consists of three phase cycles: Learning and teaching adapted to stereotype $\rightarrow$ Knowledge testing $\rightarrow$ Determining stereotype.

Entrance to the first cycle of learning and teaching process is the initial student stereotype defined on the basis of the initial test. Each cycle ends with determining new student stereotype (or keeping the previously assigned). In each cycle, the student is adaptively presented only one part of the domain knowledge according to his/her stereotype assigned in the previous cycle. Then a knowledge test of the concepts previously presented is conducted, which leads to changing the student model (the values of weight functions that determine it change based on the test results). After that knowledge test, the new stereotype is determined (it is desirable that it changes towards the expert, but it can also stagnate). The learning and teaching process ends when the student shows knowledge of concepts, at least at level 1. The output from the learning and teaching process is student's final stereotype (Fig. 2).

Note that the student cannot complete the learning and teaching process as a novice. If a student wishes to complete the learning and teaching process with better stereotype, then he/she re-enters the learning and teaching process with initial stereotype equal to the his/her final stereotype. It is desirable that student, during learning and teaching process, reaches the expert stereotype and finishes the learning and teaching process as expert.

F. Evaluation

Fig. 2 Learning cycles in the Adaptive Courseware Tutor
The model AC-ware Tutor that uses stereotype student model was implemented as a prototype version. The prototype uses domain knowledge "Computer as a System".

This prototype was tested in a research that was conducted with 30 students. The main objective of the pilot testing was to establish a sense of "satisfaction" while using the AC-Ware Tutor and to see if the student were assigned a appropriate stereotype.

The learning and teaching in the AC-ware Tutor lasted for two hours after which the students filled a questionnaire about "satisfaction" while working with the system.

The first group consisted of 14 students from the first year of undergraduate study at the Faculty of Science, University of Split. Students in this group had no prior knowledge about the e-learning systems, but they have had a very good knowledge related to the domain knowledge "Computer as a System" that was presented in the AC-ware Tutor.

The second group consisted of 16 students from the first year of graduate studies at the Faculty of Science, University of Split and the Faculty of Science, Mathematics and Science Education, University of Mostar. Students in this group have just been learning about the different e-learning systems.

Interpretation of the results of the questionnaire in pilot testing shows that students have understood the course content and that they believe that the usage of the AC-ware Tutor would have positive impact on the quality of traditional teaching.

IV. CONCLUSION

The idea of a new model of an intelligent tutoring system is based on traditional architecture, but with a substantial improvements that are associated with adapting the whole process of learning, teaching and testing to current level of student’s knowledge. In this regard, adaptation to student’s knowledge is achieved by applying stereotypes and the Bloom's knowledge taxonomy.

The students’ stereotypes are associated with the current level of knowledge, based on the Bloom's knowledge taxonomy and structured according to the knowledge scale: novice, beginner, intermediate, advanced and expert.

The selection of courseware elements is performed according to the courseware element level. The courseware element level determines the amount of knowledge that the student will learn in a single cycle learning and teaching. Given that we have defined five stereotypes of students (novice, beginner, moderate, advanced and expert), and we have only three elements levels (units, modules, lessons), some of the stereotypes will be presented the courseware elements with the same level.

Once all learning courseware elements of a certain level are selected for a particular stereotype, sequencing of those courseware elements is, in fact, adding sorted elements in courseware, as well as, adding testing courseware elements according to rules that depend on particular stereotype. Courseware elements presentation is done according to the Bloom's taxonomy. Namely, each stereotype is presented appropriate knowledge level. The way in which knowledge will be presented to student is defined by statement templates. There are four statements difficulty categories that correspond to a certain knowledge level.

Testing courseware elements contain certain number of questions generated using templates. Those templates have four difficulty levels closely related to stereotypes. Each difficulty level examines a certain knowledge level, according to the Bloom's taxonomy. Templates enable generation of objective test items. In our approach the tests and questions are automatically and dynamically generated for each student separately, and therefore are not repeated.

Prototype tests that were conducted with two groups of students, besides the positive comments, gave an interesting critique of the prototype implementation of the AC-ware Tutor, what has a stimulatory effect on further research. In this sense, the system needs a graphical component that would facilitate the adaptation of courseware. Furthermore, since the ontology allows multilingual naming of concepts and relations, translation of templates for generating statements and questions would enable creating multi-language version of the AC-ware Tutor.
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